Ancient gene duplication and domain shuffling in the animal cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase family
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Abstract The animal cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases (PDEs) comprise at least seven subtypes, PDE1–7, which differ from each other in domain organization and primary function, and they diverged from an ancestral gene by gene duplication and domain shuffling during animal evolution. To obtain rough estimates for the divergence times of these subtypes, cloning of PDE cDNAs from Ephydatia fluviatilis (freshwater sponge) by RT-PCR was carried out. We obtained four cDNAs, EF-PDE1, EF-PDE2, EF-PDE3, and EF-PDE4, which are possibly homologs of the vertebrate PDE1, PDE2, PDE3, and PDE4, respectively, judging from the sequence similarity, domain organization, and branching pattern in the phylogenetic tree. The phylogenetic tree of the PDE family revealed that most gene duplications and domain shufflings that gave rise to different subtypes had been completed in the early evolution of animals before the separation of sponges and eumetazoa.
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1. Introduction

Animals have evolved many gene families, each of which diverged from one or a few ancestral genes by gene duplication during animal evolution [1]. The animal cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE) family comprises at least seven subtypes or subfamilies, PDE1–7, which are distinguished from each other by domain organization and primary function [2,3]. Because yeast PDE consists of the catalytic domain alone [4], it is likely that the seven subtypes of animal PDE diverged from an ancestral gene having a single domain shared with fungal PDE by gene duplication and domain shuffling (hereafter we will refer to gene duplication that gave rise to different subtypes as subtype duplication). In addition, there exist several isoforms in each subtype. The structure and function of these isoforms are virtually identical in the same subtype, but differ in tissue distribution (tissue specific genes). These isoforms were generated by gene duplication during evolution of vertebrates and arthropods (isoform duplication) [1,5].
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Abbreviations: PDE, phosphodiesterase; Go, G protein α subunit; PTK, protein tyrosine kinase; Myr, million year

The nucleotide sequence data reported in this paper will appear in the DDBJ, EMBL and GenBank nucleotide sequence databases with accession numbers AB017022–AB017024.

To discover whether the number of genes involved in cell-cell communication specific to animals increased dramatically in concert with the Cambrian explosion, the burst of animal diversification at the Precambrian-Cambrian boundary [6], we recently cloned and sequenced the G protein α subunit (Gα) cDNAs and the protein tyrosine kinase (PTK) cDNAs from the freshwater sponge and the hydra. The phylogenetic trees of these families revealed that most subtype duplications had been completed in the early evolution of animals before the parazoan (sponge)-eumetazoan split about 940 million years (Myrs) ago, long before the Cambrian explosion (Suga et al., submitted). These results suggest no direct relationship between functional diversification of genes by subtype duplication and the Cambrian explosion. However, there is still a possibility of a link between the Cambrian explosion and gene diversification by domain shuffling, because the PTK tree was inferred from a comparison of the kinase domain sequences alone.

By cloning and sequencing sponges PDE cDNAs homologous to vertebrate PDEs, and a phylogenetic analysis of the PDE family, we report here that the domain shufflings are also very old, going back to before the parazoan-eumetazoan split.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Isolation and sequencing of sponge PDE cDNAs

Poly(A)+ RNA of Ephydatia fluviatilis (freshwater sponge) was extracted from the cells hatched from the gemmules [7] using the Quick Prep mRNA isolation kit (Pharmacia). E. fluviatilis cDNAs were synthesized by reverse transcriptase (SuperScript II, Gibco) using oligo(dT) primer. These cDNAs were used as templates for PCR amplification with Expand High Fidelity PCR System (Boehringer Mannheim). The sense and antisense degenerate primers were designed from conserved amino acid residues within the PDE catalytic domain as follows: (1) 5'-GTTGGATCCTCA(T/C)AA(T/C)IIIINC-A(T/C)GCC-3', corresponding to the amino acid sequence HNXXHA, and (2) 5'-CGGGATCCTGT(G/A)AA(T/C)CTC(A/T/C)CA(T/C)-CA-3', corresponding to VLENHI for sense primers; (3) 5'-CA-GAATT(G/C)G(T/T)(G/A)TGG(A/T)N(G/A)(T/C)G(A/T)G-3', corresponding to HD/JL/V/YDIH/R/TIP, and (4) 5'-GTTGA-ATTCC(T/C)GTHG(A/C)AU(T/C)AA(A/G)AA(T/C)CA-3', corresponding to EF(F/W/Y)XQG for antisense primers. Each primer contains BamHI or EcoRI restriction sites at the 5' end (underlined). The first round of PCR amplification with primers 1 and 4 was conducted as follows: 2-min denaturation step at 94°C; then 5 cycles of 94°C (1 min), 46°C or 48°C (2 min), and 72°C (5 min); followed by 30 cycles of 94°C (30 s), 60°C (1 min), and 72°C (2 min); and finally 1 cycle of 60°C (5 min) and 72°C (10 min). Second rounds of PCR with nested primers 1 and 3 or 2 and 4 were carried out with primary amplification products. The PCR products were separated in a 1.5% agarose gel containing ethidium bromide. Products of expected size were isolated as gel slices, purified using GeneCleanII (Bio 101) and cloned into the pTBlue vector (Novagen). Then, Escherichia coli strain DH5α (Toyobo) was transformed with ligated vector. More than
Fig. 1. Alignments of the amino acid sequences of (a) the catalytic domain, (b) the CaM interaction domain, (c) the cGMP binding domain, and (d) the upstream conserved region 1 and 2. * and **, amino acid positions that are occupied by identical and chemically similar amino acids for all the sequences compared, respectively. Gaps (-) were inserted to increase sequence similarity. For regions where unambiguous alignments are not possible, the numbers of amino acids involved are shown in parentheses. The start and end positions of the aligned region are also shown for each sequence. For sequence data sources and accession numbers, see Section 2.
three independent clones were isolated for sponge PDE genes and sequenced by the dideoxy chain termination method [8] using synthetic oligonucleotide as primers. The full-length sponge PDE coding sequences were obtained by 5' and 3' rapid amplification of cDNA ends (Gibco BRL) [9].

E. lucifugus genomic DNA fragments containing the PDE sequences were identified by Southern blot analysis with specific probes.

2.2. Sequence data

Accession numbers of sequence data from GenBank release 101.0 and PIR(*) database release 51.0 are as follows (#, this work): sponge EFPDE1 (AB017021#); C. elegans T04D3.3 (Z81114); human PDE1A (U40370); human PDE1B (U56976); human PDE1C (U40371); sponge EFPDE2 (AB017022#); human PDE2A (U67733); sponge EFPDE3 (AB017023#); human PDE3A (U40372#); human PDE3B (U67733); human PDE3C (U67733); human PDE4A (U67733); human PDE4B (U67734); human PDE4D (U67735); human PDE4E (U67736); human PDE4F (U67737); human PDE4G (U67738); human PDE4H (U67739); human PDE4I (U67740); human PDE4J (U67741); human PDE4K (U67742); human PDE4L (U67743); human PDE4M (U67744); human PDE4N (U67745); human PDE4O (U67746); human PDE4P (U67747); human PDE4Q (U67748); human PDE4R (U67749); human PDE4S (U67750); human PDE4T (U67751); human PDE4U (U67752); human PDE4V (U67753); human PDE4W (U67754); human PDE4X (U67755); human PDE4Y (U67756); human PDE4Z (U67757); human PDE5A (U67758); human PDE5B (U67759).
2.3. Alignment and phylogenetic tree inference

Optimal alignment of sequences was obtained by the methods of Needleman and Wunsch [10] and Berger and Munson [11], together with manual inspections. The number \( k_{aa} \) of amino acid substitutions per site or evolutionary distance was calculated by the method of Jukes and Cantor [12] as

\[
 k_{aa} = 3 \ln(1 - K_{aa})
\]

for regions where unambiguous alignment is possible, where \( K_{aa} \) represents the amino acid difference per residue between sequences compared; amino acid sites where gaps exist in the alignment were excluded from the calculation. The evolutionary distance was applied to phylogenetic inference by neighbor-joining (NJ) method [13]. Bootstrap analysis was carried out by the method of Felsenstein [14]. The phylogenetic tree of the PDE family inferred by the NJ method was reexamined by the maximum likelihood (ML) method of protein phylogeny [15,16] based on the JTT model (PROTML version 2.2 in Adachi and Hasegawa’s program package MOLPHY).

3. Results and discussion

To determine whether multiple PDEs exist in the sponge lacking the cell cohesiveness and coordination typical of eu-metazoans [17], and whether the domain organization of the sponge PDEs is similar to that of vertebrates, we carried out cloning of PDE cDNAs from the freshwater sponge *E. flustra* by RT-PCR. Four cDNAs, EFPDE1, EFPDE2, EFPDE3, and EFPDE4, were obtained, which are closely related in amino acid sequence to members of the vertebrate PDE1, PDE2, PDE3, and PDE4 subtypes over the entire regions, respectively. Including the four sponge cDNAs, alignment of the catalytic domain sequences of the PDE family members is shown in Fig. 1a. Alignments of the calmodulin (CaM) interaction domain of the PDE1 subtype, the cGMP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtype</th>
<th>First period</th>
<th>Later period</th>
<th>( v_{I}/v_{II} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PDE1</td>
<td>1.6 × 10^{-9}</td>
<td>0.39 × 10^{-9}</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDE2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDE3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDE4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The whole animal lineage from the common ancestor of animals and fungi (or plants) to extant animals was divided into two periods, the first period (I) and the later period (II), by tentatively defining the divergence time of parazoans and eumetazoans as the boundary. The evolutionary rates \( v_{I}/\text{site/year} \) in the first period and \( v_{II} \) in the later period were calculated as follows: for each subtype, the number of amino acid substitutions per site \( k_{aa} \) accumulated in each of the first and later periods was calculated based on the branch lengths of the trees in Fig. 2; the \( k_{aa} \) of the first period was calculated from the branch length between the deepest gene duplication in the tree and the deepest node in each cluster corresponding to the subtype, and for the \( k_{aa} \) of the later period, the average length of different branches between the deepest node of the subtype and the extant species was used. This method gives an underestimate of \( k_{aa} \) in the first period and an overestimate in the later period. Using the \( k_{aa} \) values and assuming divergence times of 1070 Myrs ago and 940 Myrs ago for the animal-fungus (or plant) split and the parazoan-eumetazoan split [21], respectively, the evolutionary rates \( v_{I} \) and \( v_{II} \) were calculated.
binding domain of PDE2, PDE5 and PDE6, and the upstream conserved regions of PDE4 [18] are shown in Fig. 1b–d. The vertebrate PDE3 has a stretch of hydrophobic amino acids (membrane association domain) near the N-terminal end [19]. The hydrophobic region is also found in the sponge PDE3 at the equivalent position. As the alignments of Fig. 1 show, four sponge cDNAs contain domains similar to the respective domains of vertebrate subtypes in the corresponding positions; the cGMP binding domain of EFPDE2 is more closely related in amino acid sequence to that of vertebrate PDE2 (43% identical) than those of vertebrate PDE5 (29%) and PDE6 (24–26%). Thus at least in four subtypes, the domain organization is virtually identical between vertebrates and sponge.

Using a fungal PDE as an outgroup, a phylogenetic tree was inferred by the NJ method [13] based on the alignment of the catalytic domain sequences (Fig. 2). As Fig. 2 shows, the sponge EFPDE1, EFPDE2, EFPDE3, and EFPDE4 belong to PDE1, PDE2, PDE3, and PDE4 subtypes, respectively. This result, together with the similarity of domain organization, strongly suggests that the isolated sponge cDNAs are homologs of vertebrate PDEs.

The phylogenetic tree of the PDE family including sponge homologs provides clear-cut evidence for subtype duplication and domain shuffling in the early evolution of animals. Five subtype duplications out of six are very old, going back to dates before the parazoan-eumetazoan split about 940 Myrs ago [21], the earliest branching among extant animal phyla; the date of subtype duplication that gave rise to PDE5 and PDE6 is unknown. The same result was also obtained from the phylogenetic tree inferred by the ML method [15,16]. In addition, the number of subtype duplication was reexamined statistically by 1000 bootstrap resamplings, as described previously [5], and we obtained average numbers of subtype duplications before and after the sponge-eumetazoan split of 5.0 ± 0.1 and 0.0 ± 0.0, respectively.

Because *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* has a single copy of PDE which shares similarity with animal PDEs, it is highly likely that all seven animal PDE subtypes diverged from a common ancestral gene by gene duplication in the early evolution of animals, and most, if not all, of the subtypes were established within a period (‘first period’) between animal-fungus-plant splits about 1070 Myrs ago [21] and the parazoan-eumetazoan split about 940 Myrs ago. In contrast, over the long evolutionary time span of animal evolution since the parazoan-eumetazoan split to the present time (‘later period’), no subtype duplication has been observed. Because the sponge EFPDE1, EFPDE2, EFPDE3, and EFPDE4 share domain organization with the respective vertebrate PDEs, it is possible to infer from the phylogenetic tree that five different domains out of six excluding the catalytic domain were integrated into ancestral genes in the first period by domain shuffling. Assuming the simplest structure in the common ancestor and parsimonious domain shuffling, it is possible to trace the evolution of domain organization (Fig. 2).

In addition, the branch length of the tree shows a rapid accumulation of amino acid substitutions in the first period. To obtain a qualitative estimate, the evolutionary rates \( \nu_I \) of amino acid substitutions of each subtype in the first period and \( \nu_{II} \) in the later period were calculated based on the branch lengths of the tree, assuming the divergence times of the parazoan-eumetazoan split and animal-fungus-plant splits to be 940 Myrs ago and 1070 Myrs ago, respectively [21]. The result is summarized in Table 1. The \( \nu_I \) is remarkably high, being 5.8 times higher than \( \nu_{II} \) on the average of four subtypes. The explosive subtype duplication and the rapid evolutionary rate in the first period are also found in other gene families involved in signal transduction and developmental control, including the Gt, PTK (Suga et al., submitted), phospholipase C, protein kinase C (Koyanagi et al., in preparation), protein tyrosine phosphatase (Ono et al., in preparation) and Pax families [22].

In the PDE1, PDE3, PDE4 and PDE6 subtypes, further gene duplications are observed, by which multiple isoforms were created in each subtype. As the PDE4 subtype shows, the isoform duplication postdates the vertebrate-arthropod split, which is consistent with our previous analyses for many gene families involved in signal transduction [1,5]. In addition, previous analyses showed that most isoform duplications were completed before the fish-tetrapod split [1,5].

In summary, the majority of the present-day PDE subtypes with distinct domain organization and primary function were created from an ancestral gene by explosive gene duplication and domain shuffling in the early evolution of animals, accompanied by rapid amino acid substitutions, and were established at ancient dates before the parazoan-eumetazoan split. After the separation from arthropods, isoform duplications frequently occurred in chordate lineages, possibly in the first half of chordate evolution [1,5]. Thus the PDE family, as well as other gene families involved in signal transduction and developmental control, increased the multiplicity of family members intermittently, but not gradually during animal evolution. The extensive subtype duplication in the first period may be related to the evolution of multicellularity. Unexpectedly, the frequency of gene duplication is extremely low at the Precambrian-Cambrian boundary when the Cambrian explosion occurred, and thus it is reasonable to consider that there is no direct link between the burst of gene duplication and the Cambrian explosion. It seems conceivable that animals underwent the Cambrian explosion by using already existing genes, and not by creating new genes with novel functions. Examinations based on factors other than gene duplication and domain shuffling are necessary for understanding the molecular mechanism of the Cambrian explosion.
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